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icem surf tutorial pdf icem surf tutorial icem surf tutorial Surface Category:Computer-aided design Category:Computer-aided design softwareConventional hand tools may be designed for a single purpose. Such hand tools often include a single one of several
possible functions, e.g., cutting, fastening, riveting, etc. For instance, a hand tool may include a single one of a plurality of tools each configured for a specific purpose. Or, a hand tool may include a single one of several functions, for example, a knife, a
screwdriver, a bottle opener, etc. Some conventional hand tools include two or more functions, such as a pair of scissors, tweezers, etc. However, these conventional multi-function hand tools may not function as expected, may not be configured properly, and/or
may be somewhat complicated to use. For example, the scissors of such a conventional multi-function hand tool may be difficult to operate, may not function as expected, and may not be easy to use.Q: Laravel 5.4 - Getting DB::select() function data to be
formated as JSON Im working with Laravel 5.4 and using database to get data from tables. I want to save the returned data as json. Here's the code I have $data = DB::select('select * from users'); $data2 = DB::select('select * from articles'); return
response()->json([ 'users' => $data, 'articles' => $data2, ], 200); This returns the data from the database to my ajax. But how can I get the data formatted as json? Thank you. A: First of all, if you are using Eloquent, don't use the raw $data array, use
$data->toArray(); Second, if you have an array of objects, don't use 'users' => $data, but 'users' => $data->toArray(); and for articles: 'articles' => $data2->toArray(); Then your data will be: $data = [ 'users' => [ [ 2d92ce491b
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